It’s your office,

On the days you’re working from home, you
might be worried about missing out on the office’s
collaborative ways of working. With StarLeaf, you can
keep all your office habits at home. Here’s how.

1

Working with your team

In the office

At home / online

Your team sits together, and you
can chat whenever you need to.

A group chat brings everyone together,
instantly, wherever they are.

You grab a meeting room for
a quick chat with the team.

‘Start new meeting’ creates a virtual
meeting room that everyone can enter
and leave with one click.

You’re presenting to the team,
with handouts or docs on a screen.

Choose the ‘Active speaker’ meeting
layout for presentations. Plus, it’s really
simple to share content with the team,
onscreen or via chat.

2

Working independently
In the office
You find an empty room and close the door
for some focused time.

At home / online
Do not disturb mutes notifications while you’re
concentrating, and tells everyone you’re busy.

3

Working across teams

In the office

At home / online

You drop by Sarah’s desk to see
if she’s got 5 minutes to chat.

Sarah’s online status is green –
you send her a message to check
if she’s free for a chat

You realize you need James from
the Solution’s team in this meeting.

You can quickly call to easily
add James to your video meeting.

You need urgent help. The person
you’re looking for is in a meeting, but
you stick your head round the door.

Presence shows your colleague is in a
meeting. You call them, and call waiting
means they can choose to answer and
help you.

StarLeaf is the collaboration tool your business needs. With high quality
video and audio connections, enterprise chat, and intuitively simple content
sharing, it’s quick and easy to bring everyone together whether they’re in
the office, in their home, or on the go.

Get StarLeaf in your meeting rooms
StarLeaf isn’t only a great tool for your devices – it’s for
your meeting rooms too. So you and your colleagues
can have the same reliable and intuitive StarLeaf
experience no matter where you’re working.
Try StarLeaf now

starleaf.com

